
Going downhill and coming to a stop sign you should begin braking sooner because of gravity 

Sport utility vehicles and pick-up trucks do not handle as well on a curve as a car because they are higher and may tip over easier 

Anti lock brakes are better in an emergency stop because they provide steering control 

Research has shown that 80% of crashes could be prevented if drivers followed an extra second behind the car ahead 

The best way to prevent being thrown out of the car in a crash is to wear a seat belt 

Drivers run off the road on curves because their speed is too high 

To keep the car in the proper lane on a curve to the right the driver should look at the inside edge of the road across the turn 

If you have an air bag in the steering wheel your car it will only protect you in a frontal crash 

You should make all the passengers in your car wear a seat belt because it will keep them out of your way in an emergency 

If your knapsack is in the back seat and are involved in a crash you could be hit by the bag and seriously injured 

To maintain 55 MPH on a hill you should press harder on the gas before starting uphill 

When going down a long hill to keep your brakes from overheating and failing, you should shift to a lower gear before starting down. 

The number one (1) cause of death in car crashes is being thrown from the car 

The proper following distance behind another car on a good highway in excellent weather should be at least four (4) seconds 

Most skidding accidents are caused by going too fast and braking too hard 

When you drive down a road for the first time and you come to a curve with a sign that says 35 MPH, should you go 35 MPH — the posted speed 

It best to slow down for a turn before you enter the turn 

When you lock your brakes you experience loss of steering control 

If you must swerve to avoid something brake, release brake, steer, brake again 

In an emergency the fastest way to stop a car without ABS brakes is steady pressure as hard as possible without locking the brakes 

If a car enters a 45 MPH curve at 20 MPH and hits a slippery spot, it is most likely the car will slide into the ditch on the inside of the curve 

In the middle of a curve you should never step hard on the brakes 

The primary purpose for the driver to wear a seat belt is to help maintain control of the car 

Driving on a gravel road surface means less traction on loose surfaces requires you to reduce speed 

If you are hit from the side and do not have your seat belt on you will be thrown towards the point of impact 

The most important and effective safety device a vehicle has is safety belts. 

The person without a seat belt most likely to be injured would be sitting in the right front seat. 

The hardest type of crash for the driver to survive is a side impact 

If you are holding a baby and are in an accident the baby will probably get hurt. 

An unbelted person who weighs 150 lbs in a 15 mph (parking lot) accident will hit the dashboard with a force of 2250 lbs 

If the passenger in a car is under 16 and not wearing a seat belt an officer will give a citation to the driver. 

If the passenger in a car is over 16 and not wearing a seat belt an officer will give a citation to the driver and the passenger 

The passengers riding in the back seat are required to wear seat belts if there are enough belts for everyone to use 

Children under the age of four must be in a car seat in any car with any driver. 

The head restraint must be adjusted so that it matches the level with the middle of the head 

It is very dangerous to pass a big truck on the right 

When you are driving down a long steep hill in the mountains you must be very careful to watch your mirrors for runaway trucks 

Ice and snow are most slippery when the temperature is just above freezing. 

The minimum following distance behind a large truck is four (4) seconds 

Traveling alongside a big truck is not safe because of the trucks blind spots 
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Approaching an intersection and there is a truck making a left turn into your street move to the right side of the lane and stop back from the line 

Developing a tolerance for alcohol helps only your ability to handle the car 

Alcohol creates problems for drivers because your ability to detect movement is reduced 

The absolute minimum following distance is 2 seconds anything less is tailgating 

The  minimum following distance for driving in traffic (complex reaction time) is 4 seconds 

If there is a deer standing by the side of the road you should stop the car, honk, wait until it moves away 

The tread on a tire is there to provide better traction on wet pavement 

“Wear bars” on the tread of the tire indicate that the tire needs to be replaced. 

Hydroplaning is very similar to water skiing without control. 

When you are traveling at night you should be able to stop within the area you can see ahead 

If water is running rapidly across a wide area of the road ahead the best solution is to turn around and find another way to get through 

To keep your gas line from freezing in winter use gas line treatment containing isopropyl alcohol 

When driving in areas where it is slippery you should change speed or direction slowly 

Hydroplaning can occur anytime there is water on the road 

The safest way to stop on snow or ice and maintain control is to apply steady pressure to brake pedal 

On a wet road you may lose control of your vehicle because the tires ride on top of the water this especially true if the tires are worn 

If you are blinded by the bright lights from oncoming traffic look towards the right edge of the road 

Before going up a snow covered and slippery hill you should shift to a lower gear and increase your speed 

You should NOT use windshield washers to clear frost off the windshield 

When the engine is still cold and running fast as you approach a stop sign on a slippery road you should shift the gear selector to neutral 

If you meet an oncoming snow plow you should move right and slow down the blade may be over the line 

 Reduce the chance of hydroplaning by inflating your tires to the tire makers maximum recommended pressure 

To prevent frosting up the inside of the windshield in winter before turning the heater on set the heater controls to “vent" 

If you get stuck in snow the best material to have in your trunk for traction is bag of kitty litter 

It is 36 degrees and raining - the place where you can expect the road to freeze first will be on the surface of a bridge 

The most important thing about driving on the road at night is being able to stop in the distance you can see ahead 

When it is snowing the city streets will be most slippery the last 100 feet before an intersection 

If you must drive through deep water press the brakes with your left foot to help keep them dry 

Driving through deep water may cause the car to stall 

The roads will be most slippery when a rainstorm has just started. 

When coming to an area where the snow is blowing across the road the road may be icy — slow, shift to neutral, and coast across. 

If your vehicle is front wheel drive which would be the best test to help determine if it is slippery go about 10 MPH and jam on brakes. 

If you get stuck in the ditch in winter you should run your car for 10 minutes out of each hour - when you do this you should also open two windows 
(about 2") on opposite sides of the car 

If your vehicle (pick-up) is rear wheel drive you should add weight to your car to improve traction by placing a large bag of kitty litter in the trunk 

When you are driving at night in the fog or a snow storm reduce your speed and use your low beam headlights to cut the glare 

While driving it is important to control your emotions 

If you must drive when you are ill you should drive more slowly. 

Strong emotional feelings can make you less alert. 

The best way to overcome driving fatigue is to take frequent rest breaks. 

Becoming overtired or fatigued can cause blurred or double vision. 

Drivers with chronic illnesses such as epilepsy, diabetes and heart disease should drive only if the disease is medically controlled. 
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Alcohol slows bodily functions. 

Caffeine and amphetamines are examples of stimulants. 

The absorption rate of alcohol into the bloodstream will be slowed if the drinker has food in his stomach 

In the state of Wisconsin the driver OVER 21 is considered intoxicated if his blood alcohol level is .08% 

One of the first effects of alcohol is that it makes the driver feel self confident. 

To sober up, an intoxicated person must let time pass. 

The rate at which alcohol is absorbed into the bloodstream is NOT affected by mix used with the alcohol. 

The amount of alcohol in a glass of wine is about the same as a shot of whiskey. 

A driver who refuses to submit to blood alcohol test will lose his license because of implied consent laws. 

A drinking driver first loses judgment 

Feeling sleepy from a drug taken for a cough is an example of a side effect. 

The body rids itself of alcohol mostly through oxidation. 

The amount of alcohol in a can of beer is about the same as a shot of whiskey. 

The most commonly used device to measure blood alcohol level is breath test. 

If you become angry or upset you should “cool off” before driving. 

If you plan to drink alcoholic beverages give your keys to the “driver for today”. 

If you are found guilty of drunk driving, the court will order an evaluation (assessment) of your drinking habits. 

In more than half of the traffic crashes that have caused death, the driver has been drinking alcohol. 

If you are convicted of drunk driving you will lose your privilege to drive. 
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